Kenya Suzuki

Please Tell Me!

Galko-chan Vol. 6

The hilarious bestselling manga series published for the time in North America—in full-color!

Galko-chan always speaks her mind, which may not be the wisest decision in all cases, but it’s never short of entertaining! Meet the exuberant and unbelievably busty high schooler, Galko, as she traverses the ups and downs of adolescence with spirit and verve, alongside her best friends—the anti-social loner, Otako, and the unpredictably honest, Ojyo.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

* ANIME ADAPTATION: An anime adaptation is currently streaming on Crunchyroll,
* EDUCATIONAL FOR TEENS: Galko-chan tackles awkward questions teenagers have about their bodies, peers, and growing up in a fun, lighthearted comic format
* FULL-COLOR: Every volume is printed at a deluxe trim size and full-color
Ichigo Takano

Become You Vol. 2

A new high school drama from the Eisner-nominated creator of *orange*!

Ashie Taiyou is a high school musician with dreams of stardom, but when his bandmates quit on him, it feels like his dreams are slipping away. In an act of desperation, Taiyou strong-arms his sullen classmate Hikari into forming a band with him. Can the two boys turn their dreams into reality? Creator Ichigo Takano—of *orange* and *Dreamin’ Sun* fame—collaborated with band Kobukuro around the song *Kimi ni Nare* in Japan, creating this manga as part of a multimedia expression of hope for a brighter future.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

NEW SERIES BY ACCLAIMED CREATOR: An all-new *shoujo* manga series by the creator of *New York Times* bestselling and Eisner-nominated series *orange*.

EARLY BUZZ: The Japanese version of the series is already generating lots of interest online, including its collaboration with a real Japanese rock band.

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes is unknown, but will have a planned pub whenever a new volume is released in Japan.
Kunihiko Ikuhara, Kei Takahashi

PENGUINDRUM (Light Novel) Vol. 3

The novels for the supernatural anime by acclaimed director Kunihiko Ikuhara (Sailor Moon, Revolutionary Girl Utena, Sarazanmai). ...

Twins Kanba and Shoma live with their terminally ill little sister, Himari. One day, they visit the aquarium, a place full of warm memories for Himari, but she suddenly falls ill—and dies! At that very moment, a voice cries out, “Survival Tactic!” and Himari, wearing a penguin hat, comes back to life…?! 

KEY SELLING POINTS:

SIMULTANEOUS PUBLISHING: Seven Seas is publishing both the manga and light novel versions of PENGUINDRUM.

BELOVED CREATOR: Kunihiko Ikuhara is one of the most celebrated directors in anime and specializes in material for women; he's especially known for his work on the influential anime series Sailor Moon and Revolutionary Girl Utena.

ANIME: The source material for this manga is a 2011 anime that's already available in English.

LIGHT NOVEL: Although this particular light novel might not have illustrations.

SERIES INFORMATION: This is the final volume (Volume 3).
Hiromi Takashima

Kase-san and Yamada

Vol. 2

The continuation of the critically acclaimed—and newly animated—yuri manga series!

After the events of the first five Kase-san and... manga volumes, Kase-san and Yamada are now university students. Yamada’s working diligently in her horticulture program, while Kase-san is training hard at her university. There might be a long train ride between their schools and hectic new schedules to plan around, but they’ll always make time for each other!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

GENRE FAVORITE: One of the most critically acclaimed and highly requested titles from the yuri genre.

ANIME ADAPTATION: An anime music video was released for the series in 2017, with more animation coming in 2018.

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes are currently unknown, but will have a planned pub every 3-4 months or whenever a new volume is released in Japan.

“As ‘first love’ stories go, this is definitely one of my favorites. It’s a strong candidate for this year’s Top Ten. I hope we’ll see more of Takashima Hiromi’s art in the future.” --Erica Friedman, Okazu
OKAYADO

12 Beast Vol. 8

An upbeat, hilarious fantasy manga about a high school student transported to another world.

12 Beast is a manga series by OKAYADO, New York Times bestselling author and artist of Monster Musume. Incorporating OKAYADO's signature, sexy spin on mythological creatures, 12 Beast is an upbeat, hilarious fantasy about a high school student transported to another world.

Three things you should know about Touga Eita, second-year high school student and heir to the Touga-style ninjutsu dojo: First, he really, really loves video games. Second, when given a choice between heroics and saving his own skin, he will always choose the latter. Third, he's never so much as kissed a girl.

All this changes when a voluptuous girl with wings and taloned feet named Aero appears and calls on Eita to help save her people—the harpies of Re-Verse—from the merciless onslaught of giant robot monsters known as Gigas. Eita will follow his newfound harpy friend into a whole new world, filled with monster girls and fantastical creatures beyond his wildest dreams.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES: 12 Beast Vol. 2 debuted at #3 on 8/2/2015

FOR FANS OF: the New York Times hit Monster Musume and other "monster girl titles". Incorporating Okayado's signature, sexy spin on mythological creatures, 12 Beast is an upbeat, hilarious fantasy about a high school student transported to another world.

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes are currently unknown but will have a planned pub whenever new volumes are available in Japan.
Youhei Yasumura

The Dungeon of Black Company Vol. 6

A corporate dungeon fantasy where our hero is a slave to his work--literally! Soon to be an anime!

Kinji, who lacks any kind of work ethic, is a layabout in his modern life. One day, he finds himself transported to another world--but not in a grand fantasy of a hero welcomed with open arms. He’s immediately shoved into a terrible job! Now enslaved by the corporate evil of a fantasy mining company, Kinji’s about to really learn the meaning of hard work!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

ANIME: coming soon (probably 2021).

TWIST ON A POPULAR GENRE: The modern-day protagonist is summoned to another world but is immediately enslaved in a mine, as a commentary on corporate culture.

FROM THE CREATOR OF: A story written and drawn by the artist of Anti-Magic Academy: The 35th Test Platoon.

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes are currently unknown but will have a planned pub whenever new volumes are available in Japan.
FUNA

Didn't I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! (Manga) Vol. 5

Be careful what you wish for in this magical comedy about the pitfalls of rebirth!

Based on the light novel series! When she turns ten years old, Adele von Ascham is hit with a horrible headache--and memories of her previous life as an eighteen-year-old Japanese girl named Kurihara Misato. That life changed abruptly, however, when Misato died trying to aid a little girl and met god. During that meeting, she made an odd request and asked for average abilities in her next life. But few things--especially wishes--ever go quite as planned.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

POPULAR GENRE: A series with a fantasy world and a rebirth plotline.

HEAVILY REQUESTED TITLE: The series is already gathering buzz outside of Japan.

MULTIMEDIA TIE-IN: Seven Seas will be putting out both the light novel version and the manga version.


SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes are currently unknown but will have a planned pub whenever new volumes are available in Japan.
An all-new story about working the 9-5 with Elma from Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid!

This charming series is about the work-and-eat life of Elma, one of the dragons from Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid.

The original series Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid was a delightful, ongoing comedy manga series about a young lady who, after saving a dragon’s life, finds herself the object of its indebtedness and undying affection. Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: Elma’s Office Lady Diary Vol. 1 continues to explore this cast of colorful supernatural characters.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

SPIN-OFF TO BESTSELLING SERIES: Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid.

ANIME ADAPTATION: The Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid anime from renowned studio KyoAni was a huge hit in 2017 and is currently streaming on Crunchyroll and Funimation.

CROSS-GENRE FANDOM: A series with a crossover fan base among monster girl fans and readers of yuri alike, including titles like Monster Musume, Strawberry Panic, and Citrus.

SERIES INFORMATION: The total number of volumes is currently unknown but will have a planned pub whenever new volumes are available in Japan.
Mikawa Souhei

Magic User: Reborn in Another World as a Max Level Wizard (Light Novel) Vol. 4

A fan of classic tabletop RPGs is transported to a world that operates like one—to live and fight as his maxed-out wizard PC!

A man in his forties, who was once a tabletop RPG fanatic, has settled into the ordinary job (and life) of a salaryman. All of that changes when he’s tossed into a parallel world by a mysterious entity and finds himself in the form of Gio Margils—his max-level wizard character from the classic tabletop RPG Dungeons & Brave! Roll the dice with this new isekai light novel series for gaming fans, both new and old.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

POPULAR SUBJECT: An isekai story about being reborn in another world, which has been a hot genre (Sword Art Online, Overlord, Arifureta).

DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS CRAZE: Similar to the podcast and bestselling graphic novel The Adventure Zone, this is a meta exploration of a tabletop RPG similar to Dungeons and Dragons, with an adult main character.

LIGHT NOVEL: Roughly a dozen or more black-and-white manga-style illustrations complement roughly 250-350 pages of text.

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes are currently unknown, but will have a planned pub every 3-4 months or whenever a new volume is released in Japan.

"Where this spirited novel succeeds is in its fast-paced plot, colorful protagonist, and striking illustrations by Ryota-H. Fans of tabletop games will enjoy this celebration of nerd culture." – Publishers Weekly
kiki

ROLL OVER AND DIE: I Will Fight for an Ordinary Life with My Love and Cursed Sword! (Manga) Vol. 2

A dark and bloody manga series about two women fighting fate and finding love in each other—and don’t miss the original light nove...

Flum Apricot was never meant to be a hero. Despite zero stats across the board and a power she can’t even use, she somehow finds herself included in a party of heroes. But Flum’s life hits rock bottom when the party’s renowned sage, Jean Inteige, decides that the useless girl is dead weight, and arranges to have her sold into slavery. Tossed to monsters to be feasted upon for her master’s entertainment, Flum makes the desperate choice to reach for a cursed weapon…and something new awakens within her. A grimdark tale about one woman’s blood-soaked quest to reclaim her life!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

POPULAR GENRES WITH A TWIST: Popular tropes of fantasy, zero-to-hero protagonist, and intense violence are rarely paired with a yuri (lesbian) relationship for the hero, so this should definitely grab attention.

MULTIMEDIA TIE-IN, SIMULTANEOUS PUBLISHING: Seven Seas will be putting out both the light novel version and the manga version.

SERIES INFO: Series length is unknown with a planned pub whenever a new volume is released in Japan.
Sasami Nitori

Wondercat Kyuu-chan Vol. 2

An adorable, full-color manga series about a young man who rescues a very special cat.

There’s more to this kitty than meets the eye! Kyuu-chan loves snacks, cuddles, and bow ties, but above all, this mischievous wondercat loves Hinata, the young professional who adopted Kyuu-chan into his home. As the two adjust to life together, they discover that they have a lot to learn from each other. The ordinary and the extraordinary live side by side in this delightful slice-of-life comic for animal lovers and beyond!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

FULL-COLOR BOOK

FOR FANS OF: Garfield, cat mascot Pusheen, bestselling cat manga Chi's Sweet Home, cat memes online, and international cat video game Neko Atsume.

BASED ON A POPULAR WEBCOMIC IN JAPAN

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes currently unknown (5 and counting) but will have a planned pub whenever new volumes are available in Japan.
Tamekou

My Androgynous Boyfriend Vol. 3

His makeup is flawless! The daily ins-and-outs of an office lady and her beautiful boyfriend.

Wako and her androgynous boyfriend don’t exactly have the most traditional of relationships. She spends her days working hard in the world of publishing, while he spends his time obsessing over fashion and makeup—all with the goal of making himself beautiful just for her. This romantic slice-of-life story is about love, relationships, and breaking with tradition!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

POPULAR TOPIC BUT NEW GROUND: This series plays with gender presentation in a way that will fit in well with our diverse LGBT+ line-up that includes My Lesbian Experience with Loneliness and Shimanami Tasogare.

FOR FANS OF: Princess Jellyfish, Paradise Kiss, Ouran High School Host Club

POTENTIAL SOCIAL MEDIA SENSATION: A news site introduction to this (Japanese) book on English-language Twitter exploded, reaching levels seen with viral sensation My Lesbian Experience with Loneliness.

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes is currently unknown but will have a planned pub whenever new volumes are available in Japan.

“[My Androgynous Boyfriend is] a sweet, fluffy meringue of a manga, a palate cleanser between heavier relationship fare. Recommended.” --Shaenon K. Garrity, Otaku USA

"...[My Androgynous Boyfriend is] a fun, slice of life comedy focusing on a young couple in Tokyo with a number of relatable moments... It’s the kind of story that I want to read after a long day at work..." --The OASG
OKAYADO

Monster Musume Vol. 17

A *New York Times* bestselling series that kicked off the monster girl phenomena in North America!

What do world governments do when they learn that fantastical beings are not merely fiction, but flesh and blood--not to mention feather, hoof, and fang? Why, they create new regulations, of course! "The Interspecies Cultural Exchange Accord" ensures that these once-mythical creatures assimilate into human society...or else!

When hapless human twenty-something Kurusu Kimihito becomes an involuntary "volunteer" in the government homestay program for monster girls, his world is turned upside down. A reptilian lamia named Miia is sent to live with him, and it is Kimihito's job to tend to her every need and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. While cold-blooded Miia is so sexy she makes Kimihito's blood boil with desire, the penalties for interspecies breeding are dire.

Even worse, when a buxom centaur named Centorea and a scantily clad harpy named Papi move into Kimihito's house, what's a full-blooded young man with raging hormones to do?!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

WILDLY POPULAR SERIES: The classic harem comedy with a fantastical twist: the female cast of characters that tempts our male hero is comprised of exotic and enticing supernatural creatures like lamias, centaurs, and harpies!

*NEW YORK TIMES* BESTSELLING SERIES: *Monster Musume* Vol. 1 debuted for two weeks at #1 on the *New York Times* Manga Bestseller list and remained on the list for five weeks in a row. The continuing volumes have also hit the top of the *NYT* list, with many additional #1 and top five bestsellers.

SERIES INFORMATION: Total number of volumes is currently unknown but will have a planned pub whenever a new volume is released in Japan.

"*Monster Musume* is a fun, sexy harem story... if you're in the mood for a raunchy comedy that still has a brain, look no further than this."

—*Anime News Network*
FUNA, Itsuki Akata

Didn't I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! Everyday Misadventures! (Manga) Vol. 2

A hilarious new manga spin-off for Didn't I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?!, the hit light novel, manga, and a...

When it comes to reincarnation, most people hope for a better life--except for recent high school graduate, Kurihara Misato. She wants an average life! Unfortunately for her, thanks to God’s…interesting interpretation of “average,” she is reborn as a young girl with incredible magical powers. Can she achieve the normal life she’s always longed for or will her not-so-average abilities betray her? Follow the everyday antics of our loveable heroes in this new collection of 4-panel comics!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

SPIN-OFF, SIMULTANEOUS PUBLICATION: The light novel and manga of the original series are both simultaneously being published by Seven Seas, alongside the manga spin-off Didn’t I Say to Make My Abilities Average in the Next Life?! Everyday Misadventures!

ANIME: TV series in Oct 2019 (streaming in English).

POPULAR GENRE: Isekai (transported/reborn into another world), fantasy, comedy, female lead

SERIES INFO: Series length is unknown, with a planned pub whenever new volumes are released in Japan.
ROLL OVER AND DIE: I Will Fight for an Ordinary Life with My Love and Cursed Sword! (Light Novel) Vol. 3

A dark and bloody light novel series about two women fighting fate and finding love in each other—and don’t miss the manga adaptat...

Flum Apricot was never meant to be a hero. Despite zero stats across the board and a power she can’t even use, she somehow finds herself included in a party of heroes. But Flum’s life hits rock bottom when the party’s renowned sage, Jean Inteige, decides that the useless girl is dead weight, and arranges to have her sold into slavery. Tossed to monsters to be feasted upon for her master’s entertainment, Flum makes the desperate choice to reach for a cursed weapon…and something new awakens within her. A grimdark tale about one woman’s blood-soaked quest to reclaim her life!

KEY SELLING POINTS:

POPULAR GENRES WITH A TWIST: Popular tropes of fantasy, zero-to-hero protagonist, and intense violence are rarely paired with a yuri (lesbian) relationship for the hero, so this should definitely grab attention.

MULTIMEDIA TIE-IN, SIMULTANEOUS PUBLISHING: Seven Seas will be putting out both the light novel version and the manga version.

LIGHT NOVEL: A close sibling to manga, fiction that contains both color inserts and roughly a dozen black-and-white manga-style illustrations to complement 250-350 pages of text.

SERIES INFO: Series length is unknown (3 volumes and counting) with a planned pub every 3-5 months or whenever a new volume is released in Japan.

“Roll Over and Die is a Funhouse Dark Ride of a novel; an energetic mashup of fantasy, horror and Yuri.” —Erica Friedman, Okazu
Semi Ikuta

Unicorns Aren't Horny
Vol. 2

A hilarious interspecies comedy about a modern virgin and her roommate: a virgin-loving unicorn.

Esuyama Emuko is a twenty-something virgin by choice—in fact, she’s never had a boyfriend in her entire life. Her roommate is a unicorn, a mythical creature known for its attraction to virgins. This unicorn, named Sea Urchin, adores Emuko, but sometimes Emuko wonders what she might be missing by avoiding romantic love. And does Sea Urchin love Emuko a little too much?

KEY SELLING POINTS:

UNIQUE APPEAL: Feels like a grown-up and sarcastic take on Calvin and Hobbes and Phoebe and Her Unicorn; should also appeal to fans of Sarah's Scribbles and Hyperbole and a Half.

FOR FANS OF: Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid, My Girlfriend is a T-Rex, Merman in My Tub, and My Father is a Unicorn.

SERIES INFORMATION: Series length is unknown with a planned pub whenever a new volume is released in Japan.
Makoto Hoshino

The Tale of the Outcasts Vol. 1

An engrossing new fantasy manga in which a downtrodden orphan girl develops an unexpected friendship with a beastly immortal.

Wisteria is an orphan girl living in a corner of the British Empire at the end of the 19th century. Her life is desolate and bleak—until she encounters Marbas, a powerful but equally lonely immortal being with a furry appearance, hounded by hunters. Together, Wisteria and Marbas roam the Empire—populated by humans and human-like beasts—in search of a place where they can live together in peace.

KEY SELLING POINTS:


POPULAR GENRES: girl with supernatural male bodyguard, fantasy, monster boys, animal people/furries

SERIES INFORMATION: Series length is unknown (4 volumes and counting) with a planned pub every 4-5 months or whenever a new volume is released in Japan.
Miwako Sugiyama

Bite Maker Vol. 1

Desire and destiny meet head-on in this sexy josei manga!

Nobunaga won the genetic lottery and was born an alpha: his beauty, intelligence, and talent drive everyone wild with lust. Despite his seemingly perfect life, Nobunaga is unsatisfied—until he meets the woman of his dreams, who can sate his every desire. Enjoy a taste of the supernatural in this alpha/beta/omega tale about love, lust, and the power of attraction.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

POPULAR GENRES: romance, erotica, alpha/beta/omega (omegaverse)

FOR FANS OF: Beasts of Abigaile, Twilight, The Ancient Magus' Bride

SERIES INFO: Series length is unknown (4 volumes and counting) with a planned pub every 3-5 months or whenever a new volume is released in Japan.
Kennoji

Drugstore in Another World: The Slow Life of a Cheat Pharmacist (Manga) Vol. 2

The light-hearted isekai tale about a fantasy pharmacist that inspired the anime! (And don't miss the original light novels, also ...)

When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another world, he comes face-to-face with a fatally wounded werewolf. Thankfully, Reiji’s new Medicine Maker skill enables him to brew uniquely effective potions. Alongside his new wolf-girl friend, Reiji and his amazing cures are ready to revolutionize this fantasy world. Be they an old man seeking the secret of youth or an elven archer with blurry vision, all comers are welcome to his countryside pharmacy.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

ANIME: coming in 2020 or 2021.

POPULAR GENRES: "cheat" stories about overpowered heroes in game-like fantasy worlds, isekai, fantasy, monster/animal girls

FOR FANS OF: Restaurant to Another World, Monster Girl Doctor, How to Treat Magical Beasts, and even Plus-Sized Elf (although that one's a little sexier).

MULTIMEDIA TIE-IN: Seven Seas will be putting out both the light novel version and the manga version.

SERIES INFO: Series length is unknown, with a planned pub whenever a new volume is released in Japan.
Kennoji

Drugstore in Another World: The Slow Life of a Cheat Pharmacist (Light Novel) Vol. 1

The light-hearted isekai novels about a fantasy pharmacist that inspired the anime! (And don't miss the manga adaptation, also fro...

When corporate drone Reiji wakes up in another world, he comes face-to-face with a fatally wounded werewolf. Thankfully, Reiji’s new Medicine Maker skill enables him to brew uniquely effective potions. Alongside his new wolf-girl friend, Reiji and his amazing cures are ready to revolutionize this fantasy world. Be they an old man seeking the secret of youth or an elven archer with blurry vision, all comers are welcome to his countryside pharmacy.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

ANIME: coming in 2020 or 2021.

POPULAR GENRES: "cheat" stories about overpowered heroes in game-like fantasy worlds, isekai, fantasy, monster/animal girls

FOR FANS OF: Restaurant to Another World, Monster Girl Doctor, How to Treat Magical Beasts, even Plus-Sized Elf

MULTIMEDIA TIE-IN: Seven Seas will be putting out both the light novel version and the manga version.

LIGHT NOVEL: Fiction that contains color inserts and roughly a dozen black-and-white manga-style illustrations to complement 250-350 pages of text.

SERIES INFO: Series length is unknown (4 volumes and counting) with a planned pub every 3-5 months.
Yoru Sumino

I Have a Secret (Light Novel)

A coming-of-age novel with supernatural overtones from the bestselling author of I Want to Eat Your Pancreas.

Five high-school classmates hold secrets close to their hearts--hidden talents, unspoken feelings, and buried pain. Will it take a sixth sense for them to navigate their lives? As they collide with each other on the path to growing up, they might just jostle some of those secrets free. This gentle and intriguing tale is perfect for fans of Yoru Sumino’s other nuanced works, including I Want to Eat Your Pancreas, I Had That Same Dream Again, and At Night, I Become a Monster.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

POPULAR CREATOR: Written by Yoru Sumino, the novelist behind the I Want to Eat Your Pancreas novel, manga, and films (including the anime film that ran in American theaters). This is their fourth novel published in English by Seven Seas.

POPULAR GENRE: A slightly supernatural drama about a group of classmates and their hidden desires and fears, a foundational premise for manga/anime.

FOR FANS OF: bestselling nuanced teen dramas Bloom Into You, Your Name, and The Fault in Our Stars.
Ningiyau

School Zone Vol. 1

A quirky yuri comedy about the chaotic daily life of high school girls!

Yokoe and Sugiura have been together forever, and they’ve mastered the art of making trouble when life’s a bore. High school might be a drag, but these girls in love know just how to inject a little chaos and comedy into their sloppy school life.

KEY SELLING POINTS:

NEW YURI SERIES (POPULAR GENRE): For fans of our bestselling manga Citrus and I Married My Best Friend to Shut My Parents Up, featuring LGBT+ romance between women; Seven Seas is the top yuri manga publisher in the United States.

SERIES INFORMATION: Series length is unknown (3 volumes and counting) with a planned pub every 3-5 months or whenever a new volume is released in Japan.
Noriaki Sugihara, Koji Suzuki

Sadako-san and Sadako-chan

This hilarious manga takes a look at the softer side of one of horror’s most iconic monsters: Sadako from *The Ring*!

One day, as Sadako goes to claim her next victim, she meets another girl named Sadako. “Sadako-chan” is a precocious young child who’s eager to help “Sadako-san” adjust to the modern era—no more climbing out of TVs, it’s all about YouTube now! With the help of her new friend, can Sadako finally move on from her tragic past? This adorable spin-off to the genre-defining *Ringu* franchise is terrifyingly funny!

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**

MULTIMEDIA TIE-IN: A humorous spin-off manga to the blockbuster global franchise *The Ring* (and most recently the film *Sadako*).

Ryoma Kitada

SUPER HXEROS Vol. 2

The hilarious manga series about heroes powered by horniness that inspired the new anime!

When the mantis-like aliens known as Kiseichuu descend on Earth, they have one goal: eradicate the human race. They do so by absorbing humans’ H-energy—the sexual passion that fuels so many people and keeps the species reproducing! The government has assembled an elite team of superheroes to fight the bugs, aided by technology that allows them to transfer their erotic energy into super powers.

High schooler Retto Enjo is recruited onto the team, partnering with four beautiful girls, one of whom is his childhood friend Kirara Hoshino. Though they were once close, they’ve grown apart in recent years, since Kirara turned distant and aloof after an encounter with the Kiseichuu in her youth. Can Retto save the world, keep his team together, and maybe even melt his childhood friend’s newly cold exterior?

KEY SELLING POINTS:

ANIME: simulcast streaming in English starting July 2020.

FOR FANS OF: To Love Ru, Don’t Meddle with My Daughter, and The Testament of Sister New Devil.

POPULAR GENRES: sexy comedy, superheroes, alien invaders, Power Rangers-esque (Super Sentai)

SHRINKWRAPPED

SERIES INFO: Series length is unknown (10 volumes and counting) with a planned pub every 3-4 months.
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